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ABSTRACT

Networks are ubiquitous in the real world. Link prediction, as one

of the key problems for network-structured data, aims to predict

whether there exists a link between two nodes. The traditional ap-

proaches are based on the explicit similarity computation between

the compact node representation by embedding each node into a

low-dimensional space. In order to efficiently handle the intensive

similarity computation in link prediction, the hashing technique

has been successfully used to produce the node representation in

the Hamming space. However, the hashing-based link prediction

algorithms face accuracy loss from the randomized hashing tech-

niques or inefficiency from the learning to hash techniques in the

embedding process. Currently, the Graph Neural Network (GNN)

framework has been widely applied to the graph-related tasks in

an end-to-end manner, but it commonly requires substantial com-

putational resources and memory costs due to massive parame-

ter learning, which makes the GNN-based algorithms impractical

without the help of a powerful workhorse. In this paper, we pro-

pose a simple and effective model called #GNN, which balances

the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. #GNN is able to ef-

ficiently acquire node representation in the Hamming space for

link prediction by exploiting the randomized hashing technique to

implement message passing and capture high-order proximity in

the GNN framework. Furthermore, we characterize the discrimi-

native power of #GNN in probability. The extensive experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed #GNN algorithm achieves

accuracy comparable to the learning-based algorithms and outper-

forms the randomized algorithm,while running significantly faster

than the learning-based algorithms. Also, the proposed algorithm

shows excellent scalability on a large-scale network with the lim-

ited resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Networks are ubiquitous in the real world, for example, the so-

cial network, the co-authorship network and theWorldWide Web,

etc., which has also fostered the network mining research. A sig-

nificant research topic, link prediction, is to predict whether there

exists a link between two nodes. Furthermore, it underpins many

high-level applications, e.g., friend recommendation in social net-

works [1], product recommendation in e-commerce [13], finding

interactions between proteins [25], metabolic network reconstruc-

tion [26], knowledge graph completion [25], etc. In real-world sce-

narios, one network contains not only complex structure infor-

mation between nodes but also rich content information carried

by the nodes, both of which facilitate us to understand the net-

works better. For example, a protein-protein interaction network

is composed of proteins as nodes where physico-chemical prop-

erties of the proteins are attributes and interaction between pro-

teins as edges; in a follower-followee social network, nodes denot-

ing users contain many profiles. Althoughmany algorithms can be

used for link prediction, e.g., DeepWalk [27], node2vec [7], LINE

[35], NetMF [28], INH-MF [19], NodeSketch [49] and WLNM [55],

etc., the above methods capture only structure information of the

network, which means that important attribute information is sim-

ply ignored. Therefore, it is of significance to develop link predic-

tion algorithms which can simultaneously preserve attribute and

structure information of the network.

Thus far much effort has been devoted to the link prediction al-

gorithms on attributed networks. The traditional approaches are

based on the explicit similarity computation between the simpli-

fied node representation by embedding each node into a low-dimensional

space. For example, the algorithms based on cosine similarity such

as TADW [48], HSCA [53] and CANE [37] preserve both attribute

and structure information in the Euclidean space. However, it is in-

sufficiently efficient to calculate the cosine similarity for link pre-

diction which heavily involves the similarity computation [19, 49].

http://arxiv.org/abs/2105.14280v1
https://doi.org/10.1145/3442381.3449884
https://doi.org/10.1145/3442381.3449884
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In order to address the issue, the hashing techniques including the

learning to hash methods such as BANE [51] and LQANR [50] and

the randomized hashing ones such as NetHash [44] have been ap-

plied to embed the nodes into the Hamming space. Consequently,

the rapid Hamming similarity computation remarkably speedups

link prediction [19, 49]. Despite that, in the embedding process, the

former is usually time-consuming due to hash code learning, while

the latter pursues high efficiency at the sacrifice of precision.

Currently, the popular solution to the graph-related tasks is the

Graph Neural Network (GNN) framework, which effectively learns

the hidden patterns and acquires node embedding with high rep-

resentational power by propagating and aggregating information

in the Message Passing scheme [5, 6, 10, 14, 18, 30, 54, 57]. In par-

ticular, Weisfeiler-Lehman Kernel Neural Network (WLKNN) [14]

can iteratively capture high-order proximity for graph classifica-

tion by simulating the process of node relabeling in the Weisfeiler-

Lehman (WL) graph kernel [32]. Furthermore, many GNN-based

algorithms are proposed to conduct the link prediction task in an

end-to-end manner, e.g., SEAL [56], GraphSAGE [8] and P-GNN

[52]. However, the methods require expensive computational re-

sources andmemory costs due tomassive parameter learning, which

in turn hinders the application of these algorithms without the

help of a powerful workhorse.

In this paper, we aim to keep a balance between accuracy and

efficiency by leveraging the advantages of the hashing techniques

and the GNN framework. We observe an interesting connection

between WLKNN and MinHash, which is a well-known random-

ized hashing scheme in the bag-of-words model [3, 41], and then

are inspired to exploit MinHash to facilitate rapid node represen-

tation in WLKNN. Instead of learning weight matrices in WLKNN,

we directly employ the random permutation matrices, which are

mathematically equivalent with the random permutation opera-

tion in MinHash. Consequently, in the WLKNN scheme, the Min-

Hash algorithm iteratively sketches each node and its neighboring

nodes and generate node representation, during which the high-

order messages are passed along the edges and aggregated within

the node. We name the resulting algorithm on the attributed net-

work #GNN, which efficiently preserves the high-order attribute

and structure information for each node in the GNN framework.

Considering the theory that a maximally powerful GNN would

never map two different substructures to the same representation

[24, 47], we generalize the discriminative power of GNN in proba-

bility and further derive the representational power of #GNN — it

could map two substructures in the graph into the same represen-

tation with the probability of their similarity. From the global per-

spective, after all nodes update the representation, #GNN starts the

next iteration and more importantly, just depends on the present

node representation in order to generate the latest representation.

Naturally, one produces a Markov chain which is composed of a se-

quence of attributednetworks in the above iteration process. Based

on this, #GNN is scalable w.r.t. the orders of the neighboring nodes,

i.e., the number of iterations.

We provide theoretical analysis of the expressive power and con-

duct extensive empirical evaluation of the proposed #GNN algo-

rithm and a collection of the state-of-the-art methods, including

the hashing-based algorithms and the GNN-based ones, on a num-

ber of real-world network datasets. Additionally, we test the scal-

ability of the hashing-based algorithms on a large-scale network

with millions of nodes and hundreds of thousands of attributes,

and conduct parameter sensitivity analysis of #GNN. In summary,

our contributions are three-fold:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first endeavor

to introduce the randomized hashing technique into theGNN

framework for significant efficiency improvement.

(2) We present a scalable link prediction algorithm on the attrib-

uted network called #GNN, which efficiently exploits the

randomized hashing technique to capture high-order prox-

imity and to acquire node representation in the GNN frame-

work. Also, we characterize the representational power of

#GNN in probability.

(3) The experimental results show that the proposed #GNN al-

gorithmachieves accuracy comparable to the learning-based

algorithms with significantly reduced runtime (by 2 ∼ 4 or-

ders of magnitude faster than the GNN-based algorithms).

In addition, #GNN demonstrates excellent scalability on a

large-scale network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews

the related work of graph hashing, graph neural networks and link

prediction. Section 3 introduces the necessary preliminary knowl-

edge. We describe the proposed #GNN algorithm in Section 4. The

experimental results are presented in Section 5. Finally, we con-

clude in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Graph Hashing

Hashing techniques have been extensively used to efficiently ap-

proximate the high-dimensional data similarity by mapping the

similar data instances to the same data points represented as the

vectors. The existing hashing techniques consists of two branches:

learning to hash and randomized hashing. The former learns the

data-specific hash functions to fit the data distribution in the fea-

ture space, e.g., Spectral Hashing [40], Semantic Hashing [29]. By

contrast, the latter represents the complex data as the compact

hash codes by exploiting a family of randomized hash functions,

e.g., MinHash [3], Weighted MinHash [42, 43, 45], SimHash [4, 22],

Feature Hashing [38].

Hashing techniques have been applied to preserve graph struc-

ture information. Discrete Graph Hashing learns high-quality bi-

nary hash codes in a discrete optimization framework where the

symmetric discrete constraint is designed to preserve the neigh-

borhood structure [21]. By contrast, Asymmetric Discrete Graph

Hashing improves performance and lowers the training cost by

employing the semantic information and asymmetric discrete con-

straint [33]. In order to further improve efficiency in large-scale

problems, Scalable Graph Hashing avoids explicit similarity com-

putation [9]. In terms of randomized hashing techniques, a 2-dimensional

hashing scheme summarizes the edge set and the frequent patterns

of co-occurrence edges in the graph streams [2]. In [16, 46], the ran-

domized hashing algorithms aim to approximately count the tree

substructures and convert the graph into a feature vector for graph

classification.
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2.2 Graph Neural Networks

In recent years, researchers have focused on the Graph Neural Net-

work (GNN) framework, which conducts the graph-related tasks

in an end-to-end manner, because it shows the powerful ability

to learn hidden patterns in the graph data. The GNN-based algo-

rithms broadly compute node representation in the Message Pass-

ing scheme, where information can be propagated from one node

to another along edges directly and then aggregated.

Message Passing Neural Network (MPNN) [6], which general-

izes the Message Passing process in the GNN framework, prop-

agates information further by running multiple message passing

iterations for graph classification. As another instance of the Mes-

sage Passing scheme, Weisfeiler-Lehman Kernel Neural Network

(WLKNN) [14] integrates the Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph ker-

nel [32] for propagation and aggregation. However, Xu et.al. point

out that themethods are incapable of distinguishing different graph

structures to some extent because the different substructures are

possiblymapped to the same embedding, and theWL isomorphism

test [39] is the maximal representational capacity of the GNNmod-

els [47]. Furthermore, Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) is pro-

posed, which discriminates different graph structures by mapping

them to different representations in the embedding space [47]. In

addition to graph classification, Tan et.al. combine the learning to

hash technique to the GNN framework for information retrieval

[34].

2.3 Link Prediction

Link prediction has been popular for the past decades in network

analysis [20]. The traditional link prediction approaches explic-

itly compute similarity between the nodes of the network, which

assumes that two nodes of the network will interact if they are

similar in terms of a certain measure, by embedding each node

into a low-dimensional space, e.g., DeepWalk [23], node2vec [7],

LINE [35], NetMF [28], TADW [48] and HSCA [53]. The above al-

gorithms based on cosine similarity are not efficient enough for

link prediction which relies on intensive similarity computation

[19, 49]. To this end, the hashing techniques have been applied

because the Hamming similarity computation is superior to the

cosine similarity computation in terms of efficiency. INH-MF [19]

and NodeSketch [49] preserve only structure information by em-

ploying the learning to hash technique and the randomized hash-

ing technique, respectively. Furthermore, BANE [51] and LQANR

[50] learn hash codes to capture attribute and structure informa-

tion simultaneously, but they are usually expensive in either time

or space because they contain massive matrix factorization opera-

tions in the learning process. By contrast, NetHash [44] employs

the randomized hashing technique to independently sketch the

trees rooted at each node and to efficiently preserve attribute and

structure information, but it sacrifices precision. On the other hand,

it practically explores just limited-order proximity (1st∼3rd order

mentioned in [44]), especially in the network with high degrees be-

cause each rooted tree must be sketched completely and indepen-

dently, whichmakes each node not shared and the time complexity

exponential w.r.t. the depth of the rooted trees.

Additionally, the GNN framework has been broadly used for

link prediction in an end-to-end manner. WLNM [55] utilizes only

(a) given a graph (b) node relabelling in the 1st iteration of the Weisfeiler-

Lehman isomorphism test

Figure 1: Node relabelling in theWeisfeiler-Lehman isomor-

phism test. Subplot (a) gives a 4-node graphwhere each node

is assigned with a label, and Subplot (b) shows node rela-

belling in the 1st iteration.

the structure information via subgraph extraction. The process re-

quires predefining the size of the subgraphs. Consequently, the

truncation operation might give ries to information loss. Graph-

SAGE [8] leverages attribute information and various pooling tech-

niques, and it cannot achieve the maximal representational power

because it could embed nodes at symmetric positions into the same

embedding. SEAL [56] handles with attributes and variable-sized

) -hop subgraphs together to improve performance. However, the

) -hop subgraph extraction substantially increases computational

cost and memory consumption with) increasing. P-GNN [52] fur-

ther improves the representational power by introducing node po-

sition information. Comparedwith the similarity-based approaches,

the GNN-based algorithms are very inefficient in terms of time and

space due to massive parameter computation.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some background knowledge in link

prediction and methodology, which is helpful to understand the

proposed #GNN method.

3.1 Link Prediction on an Attributed Network

Given an attributed network � = (+ , �, 5 ), where + denotes the

node set of the network, � denotes the undirected edge set of the

network, and 5 : + ↦→ � is a function that assigns the nodes with

attributes from an attribute set �. A node E ∈ + with attributes

5 (E) is represented as a 0/1 feature vector vE ∈ {0, 1}
|� | , whose

dimensions are attributes in �. The link prediction task is to pre-

dict whether there exists a link between two nodes in the attributed

network. In the traditional similarity-based algorithms, link predic-

tion is based on the simplified node representation by embedding

each node E as a low-dimensional vector xE ∈ R
 , where  ≪ |�|,

while preserving as much attribute and structure information as

possible.

3.2 Weisfeiler-Lehman Kernel Neural Network

Weisfeiler-Lehman Kernel Neural Network (WLKNN) [14] intro-

duces theWeisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph kernel [32] into the graph

neural network for graph classification. The key idea of the WL

graph kernel is the classic WL isomorphism test [39] for the la-

belled graphs, which iteratively encodes the node label and the

sorted node labels of all its neighboring nodes as a new label, as
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shown in Figure 1. Such a relabelling process is repeated ) times,

and each node is assigned with a new label in the C-th iteration

such that the C-order information is preserved.

Interestingly, the WLKNN implies node representation by pass-

ing information from one node to another along the edges and ag-

gregating the node labels in the way of node relabelling. The node

representation in the C-th iteration can be written as follows

x
(C)
E = f

( (
U
(C)
1 x

(C−1)
E

)
◦
(
U
(C)
2

∑

D∈# (E)

f (U
(C)
3 x

(C−1)
D )

) )
, (1)

where xE denotes the node E’s representation, C is the C-th itera-

tion, U1, U2 and U3 represent the shared weight matrices, ◦ is the

combination operation (e.g., addition) on the node itself and all its

neighboring nodes,
∑

is the aggregation operation (e.g., max pool-

ing) on all the neighboring nodes and f is the nonlinear activation

(e.g., ReLU).

3.3 MinHash

Given a universal set * and a subset ( ⊆ * , MinHash is generated

as follows: Assuming that a set of  randomized hash functions

(or  random permutations), {c (:) } 
:=1

, are applied to * , the el-

ements in ( which have the minimum hash value in each hash

function (or which are placed in the first position of each permu-

tation), {argmin
(
c (:) (()

)
} 
:=1

, would be the MinHashes of ( , and

{min
(
c (:) (()

)
} 
:=1

would be the corresponding hash function val-

ues (or the positions after permutations) of the above MinHashes

of ( under {c (:) } 
:=1

[3].

It is easily observed that all the elements in* are sampled equally

because all the elements are mapped to the minimum hash value

with equal probability. MinHash is an approximate algorithm for

computing the Jaccard similarity of two sets. It has been proved

that the probability of two sets, ( and) , to generate the same Min-

Hash value (hash collision) is exactly equal to the Jaccard similarity

of the two sets [3]:

Pr
(
min

(
c (:) (()

)
= min

(
c (:) () )

))
= � ((,) ) =

|( ∩) |

|( ∪) |
. (2)

To approximate the expected probability, multiple independent

random permutations are used to generate MinHash values. The

similarity between two sets based on  MinHashes is calculated

by

�̂ ((,) ) =

∑ 
:=1

1

(
min

(
c (:) (()

)
= min

(
c (:) () )

) )

 
, (3)

where 1(BC0C4) = 1, if BC0C4 is true, and 1(BC0C4) = 0, otherwise.

As  →∞, �̂ ((,) ) → � ((,) ).

Considering the high complexity of the random permutation,

we practically adopt the hash function, c (:) (8) = mod (0 (:)8 +

1 (:) , 2 (:) ), where 8 is the index of the element from* , 0 < 0 (:) , 1 (:)

< 2 (:) are two random integers and 2 (:) is a big prime number

such that 2 (:) ≥ |* | [3].

4 HASHING-ACCELERATED GRAPH
NEURAL NETWORKS

In this section, we will present an efficient hashing model based

on the GNN framework, which embeds each node in the attributed

Algorithm 1 The #GNN Algorithm

Input: � = (+ , �, 5 ), ) ,  , {c
(C,:)
1 , c

(C,:)
2 , c

(C,:)
3 }), 

C=1,:=1
Output: H

1: for C = 1, · · · ,) do

2: for : = 1, · · · ,  do

3: for E ∈ + do

4: G
(C,:)
E,1 ← argmin

(
c
(C,:)
3 (x

(C−1)
E )

)

5: end for

6: for E ∈ + do

7: x
(C,:)

E,=486ℎ1>AB
←

⋃

D∈# (E)
{G
(C,:)
D,1 }

8: x
(C)
E [:] ← argmin

(
c
(C,:)
1 (x

(C−1)
E )

⋃
c
(C,:)
2 (x

(C,:)

E,=486ℎ1>AB
)
)

9: end for

10: end for

11: for E ∈ + do

12: H[E, :] ← x
(C)
E ⊤

13: end for

14: end for

15: return H

network into a low-dimensional space and promotes the similarity-

based link prediction.

4.1 The Algorithm

We show the proposed model in Algorithm 1. The input con-

tains an attributed network� = (+ , �, 5 ), the number of iterations

) , the size of node representation  , and three arrays of random-

ized hash functions1 {c
(C,:)
1 , c

(C,:)
2 , c

(C,:)
3 }

), 
C=1,:=1

at the C-th itera-

tion and the :-th hashing process. The output is |+ | × matrix H,

where each row denotes a node representation.

The proposed algorithm captures high-order node proximity in

the Message Passing scheme in a similar way of the WL isomor-

phism test. In each iteration, Algorithm1 generates the -dimensional

representation for each node via independent MinHash processes.

Specifically, in each hashing process2, it consists of two parts. In

Part I (Lines 3-5), it adopts a MinHash scheme c3 to summarize the

whole network and to allocate each node E message GE,1, which de-

notes the content diffused from the node itself to all its neighboring

nodes. In Part II (Lines 6-9), for each node E , it first aggregates the

messages from all its neighboring nodes produced in Part I; sub-

sequently, it sketches the node itself xE and the corresponding ag-

gregated messages xE,=486ℎ1>AB by two different MinHash schemes

c1 and c2, and assigns the message which has the minimum hash

value under the two MinHash schemes to the corresponding di-

mension of the node embedding. After  MinHash operations are

finished, the resulting node representation of the attributed net-

work is stored in H (Lines 11-13). Based on the updated represen-

tation, the algorithm starts the next iteration in order to capture

higher-order node proximity.

Algorithm 1 resembles Eq. (1), where random permutation c

in MinHash is mathematically equivalent with the uniformly dis-

tributed randommatrix (i.e., randompermutationmatrixΠ ∈ {0, 1} |� |× |� |).

1In this work, we practically adopt the randomized hash functions to implement the
MinHash scheme, and thus each element returns a hash value.
2In the following, we omit : and C in c, G, x for simplicity below.
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The operations
⋃

(Algorithm 1 Line 7),
⋃

(Algorithm 1 Line 8) and

argmin (Algorithm 1 Line 8) play the same roles as
∑
, ◦ and f in

Eq. (1), respectively. It remarkably improves efficiency by avoiding

tedious parameter learning.

4.2 A Markov Chain View

In Algorithm 1, each node updates the representation by passing

and aggregating messages in the GNN framework. From the global

perspective, after all the nodes are updated, the whole attributed

network transits from one state to another one and more impor-

tantly, the whole network state just depends on the last state.

Based on the above observation, Algorithm 1 actually generates

a Markov chain composed of the whole attributed network states,

each of which implies node representation in the corresponding

iteration. Formally, we let V(C) = [x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 , · · · , x

(C)
E= ]⊤ represent

the attributed network state at the C-th iteration3, where V
(0) =

[x
(0)
E1 , x

(0)
E2 , · · · , x

(0)
E= ]⊤ = [vE1 , vE2 , · · · , vE= ]⊤ is the initial attrib-

uted network state4. Consequently, we have

Pr(V(C) |V(C−1) ,V(C−2) , · · · ,V(0) ) = Pr(V(C) |V(C−1) ). (4)

Considering the fact that each node just captures the informa-

tion from itself and all its neighboring nodes at the (C − 1)-th it-

eration, we define the state transition function ℏ(C) : {V(C−1) } ↦→

{V(C) }:

ℏ
(C) (V(C−1) ) =



ℏ(C)
(
(x
(C−1)
E1 ,

⋃

D1 ∈# (E1)
x
(C−1)
D1 )

)

· · ·

ℏ(C)
(
(x
(C−1)
E= ,

⋃

D= ∈# (E= )
x
(C−1)
D= )

)



=



x
(C)
E1
· · ·

x
(C)
E=



= V
(C) , (5)

where ℏ(C) inherits Eq. (1) and maps the node and all its neighbor-

ing nodes at the (C − 1)-th iteration into the embedding at the C-th

iteration. Evidently, the state transition function is the node-wise

operation because it independently feeds one node and its neigh-

boring nodes, yielding the corresponding node representation.

Due to the property of theMarkov chain that the whole network

state at the C-th iteration just relies on the one at the (C−1)-th itera-

tion, the proposed #GNN algorithm is scalable w.r.t. the number of

iterations and efficiently captures high-order attribute and struc-

ture information based on the last node representation.

4.3 Theoretical Analysis

4.3.1 Similarity Estimation. Given two nodes E1 and E2, their sim-

ilarity at the C-th iteration is

(8< (C) (E1, E2) = Eℏ(1) , · · · ,ℏ(C ) [� (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 )], (6)

where x
(C)
E1 and x

(C)
E2 are the node representation of E1 and E2 at the

C-th iteration, respectively, and � (·, ·) is the Hamming similarity,

i.e., � (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) =

1
 

∑ 
8=1 1(G

(C)
E1,8

= G
(C)
E2,8
), and G

(C)
E1,8

is the value at

the 8-th dimension of x
(C)
E1 .

3We assume |+ | = =.
4The MinHash functions are unrelated with dimensions of xE and vE , so we unify

x
(C ) where C > 0 and x(0) into x(C ) for convenience.

4.3.2 Representational Power. The WL isomorphism test is max-

imally powerful to distinguish the substructures in the graph be-

cause the test can map different subtrees composed of the rooted

node and its neighboring nodes to different feature vectors [24, 47].

From the perspective of MinHash Eq. (2), the maximally powerful

GNN algorithm has

Pr
(
q (C)

(
(x
(C−1)
E1 ,

∑

D1 ∈# (E1)

x
(C−1)
D1 )

)
= q (C)

(
(x
(C−1)
E2 ,

∑

D2 ∈# (E2)

x
(C−1)
D2 )

) )

=




0, (x
(C−1)
E1 ,

∑

D1∈# (E1)
x
(C−1)
D1 ) ≠ (x

(C−1)
E2 ,

∑

D2∈# (E2)
x
(C−1)
D2 )

1, (x
(C−1)
E1 ,

∑

D1∈# (E1)
x
(C−1)
D1 ) = (x

(C−1)
E2 ,

∑

D2 ∈# (E2)
x
(C−1)
D2 )

(7)

where
∑

is the aggregation operation on the neighboring nodes,

and q maps the substructure composed of the node and all its

neighboring nodes to the node representation in the embedding

space.

By contrast, the GNN algorithms [8, 11] would be less powerful

if they might map different substructures into the same location in

the embedding space,

Pr
(
q (C)

(
(x
(C−1)
E1 ,

∑

D1∈# (E1)

x
(C−1)
D1 )

)
= q (C)

(
(x
(C−1)
E2 ,

∑

D2∈# (E2)

x
(C−1)
D2 )

) )
> 0.

(8)

The #GNN algorithm could map two substructures in the graph

into the same location with the probability of their similarity,

Pr
(
ℏ
(C) ((x(C−1)E1 ,

⋃

D1 ∈# (E1)

x
(C−1)
D1 )

)
= ℏ
(C) ((x(C−1)E2 ,

⋃

D2∈# (E2)

x
(C−1)
D2 )

) )
= (8< (C) (E1, E2).

(9)

4.3.3 Concentration. Based on the Markov chain composed of a

sequence of the attributed network states derived from Algorithm

1, i.e., V = (V(0) ,V(1) , · · · ,V(C) ), and {V} is a set of all possi-

ble values of V, we can show a highly-concentrated estimator of

(8< (C) (E1, E2).

Lemma 4.1. Given a Markov chain derived from Algorithm 1, V =

(V(0) ,V(1) , · · · ,V(C) ), and a function i (V) = � (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ), where

� (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) ∈ [0, 1] is the Hamming similarity of any two nodes

E1 and E2 in V
(C) , it concludes that there definitely exists some 2 such

that i is the 2-Lipschitz function w.r.t the normalized Hamming dis-

tance.

Proof. Considering any two different instances of the Markov

chain, V1 = (V
(0)
1 ,V

(1)
1 , · · · ,V

(C)
1 ),V2 = (V

(0)
2 ,V

(1)
2 , · · · ,V

(C)
2 ) ∈

{V}, we have i (V1) = �1 (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) and i (V2) = �2 (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ),

where �1 (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ), �2 (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) ∈ [0, 1] are the Hamming sim-

ilarities of any two nodes E1 and E2 in V
(C)
1 and V

(C)
2 , respectively.

The normalizedHamming distance betweenV1 andV2 is3 (V1,V2) =
1
C+1

∑C
8=0 1(V

(8)
1 ≠ V

(8)
2 ). First, we have |i (V1)−i (V2) | = |�1 (x

(C)
E1 ,

x
(C)
E2 ) − �2 (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) | ≤ 1 due to �1 (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ), �2(x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) ∈

[0, 1]. Second, let |V1 − V2 | denote the normalized Hamming dis-

tance, and we have |V1 − V2 | = 3 (V1,V2) ≤ 1. Naturally, there

is definitely some 2 (e.g., 2 = C + 1) such that |i (V1) − i (V2) | ≤

2 |V1 − V2 | because of
∑C
8=0 1(V

(8)
1 ≠ V

(8)
2 ) ≥ 1 when V1 ≠ V2.
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|i (V1) − i (V2) | ≤ 2 |V1 − V2 | evidently holds when V1 = V2. The

conclusion has been drawn. �

Theorem 4.2. Given a sequence of Hamming similarities between

any two nodes E1 and E2, which are derived fromAlgorithm1,�E1,E2 =

(� (x
(0)
E1 , x

(0)
E2 ), � (x

(1)
E1 , x

(1)
E2 ), · · · , � (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 )). Then for some 2 >

0, a specified value "C and any n > 0, we have

Pr[|� (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) − (8<

(C) (E1, E2) | ≥ n] ≤ 2 exp(−
Cn2

222"2
C

)

Proof. Considering a Markov chain yielded by Algorithm 1,

V = (V(0) ,V(1) , · · · ,V(C) ), and a functioni (V) = � (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ), we

can verify from Lemma 4.1 that i (V) = � (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) is 2-Lipschitz

w.r.t. the normalized Hamming distance. "C is a specific value fol-

lowing Eqs (1.6-1.8) in [12]. Finally, from Theorem 1.2 in [12] we

have

Pr[|� (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) − (8<

(C) (E1, E2) | ≥ n]

= Pr[|� (x
(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 ) − E[� (x

(C)
E1 , x

(C)
E2 )] | ≥ n]

= Pr[|i (V) − E[i (V)] | ≥ n]

≤2 exp(−
Cn2

222"2
C

).

The conclusion has been drawn. �

4.3.4 Complexity: Let a be the average degree of the network,

) be the number of iterations and  be the size of node embed-

dings of Algorithm 1. The first inner for loop (Lines 3-5) costs

O(|+ | )5, and the second one (Lines 6-9) spends O(|+ | ( +a)), so

the overall time complexity is O() |+ | ( +a)). Obviously, #GNN

runs linearly w.r.t. ) and |+ |. In terms of space complexity, Al-

gorithm 1 maintains each node embedding at each iteration, i.e.,

O(|+ | ) (Line 8), and requires spaces of O(|+ |) to summarize the

whole network (Lines 3-5). Therefore, the overall space complexity

is O(|+ | ).

4.4 Discussion

The one that is the most relevant to the proposed #GNN algorithm

is NetHash because they both exploit MinHash to hierarchically

sketch the node itself and its high-order neighboring nodes in the

attributed network, and their differences lie in

• #GNNsketches from the node itself to the predefined highest-

order neighboring nodes, while NetHash does inversely.

• #GNN updates all node representation in each iteration and

makes them shared in the whole network at the next itera-

tion. NetHash has to independently sketch each rooted tree

from leaves to the root node in order to generate all node

representation.

• #GNN produces a Markov chain composed of a sequence of

attributed network states, which keeps the time complexity

growing linearly w.r.t. the number of iterations and shows

good scalability when exploring higher-order node proxim-

ity. The independent tree sketching adopted by NetHash

5Initially, the nodes are represented as the feature vectors with the length of |� |, but
in the following, the size of the vectors is  .

Table 1: Summary of the network datasets.

Data Set |+ | |� | |� | a

Twitter 2,511 37,154 9,073 29.59

Facebook 4,039 88,234 1,403 43.69

BlogCatalog 5,196 171,743 8,189 66.11

Flickr 7,564 239,365 12,047 63.29

Google+ 7,856 321,268 2,024 81.79

|+ |: number of nodes, |� |: number of edges, a : average value of

node degrees, |�|: size of attribute set.

makes the time complexity exponential with the depth of

the rooted trees increasing, and only limited-order node prox-

imity could be captured practically.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments in order to eval-

uate the performance of the proposed #GNN algorithm.

5.1 Datasets

We conduct the link prediction task on five attributed network

data.

(1) Twitter [31]: This dataset consists of 2,511 Twitter users

as nodes and 37,154 following relationships as edges. The

hashtags specified by users act as attribute information. The

number of the attributes is 9,073 and the average degree of

the network is 29.59.

(2) Facebook [15]: This is an ego-network which was collected

from survey participants using the Facebook app. There are

4,039 nodes and 88,234 links in the network. Each node as

a Facebook user is described by a 1,403-dimensional feature

vector. The average degree of the network is 43.69.

(3) BlogCatalog [17]: This dataset from an image and video shar-

ing website consists of 5,196 users as nodes and 171,743 fol-

lowing relationship as edges in the network. The tags of in-

terest specified by users act as attribute information. The

number of the attributes is 8,189 and the average degree of

the network is 66.11.

(4) Flickr [17]: This dataset consists of 7,564 bloggers as nodes

and 239,365 following relationship as edges in the network.

The keywords in the blogers’ blog descriptions are attribute

information. The number of the attributes is 12,047 and the

average degree of the network is 63.29.

(5) Google+ [31]: This is an ego-network of Google+ users and

and the friendship relationship. The network consists of 7,856

nodes and 321,268 edges, and each node is modelled as a

2,024-dimensional feature vector from user profiles. The av-

erage degree of the network is 81.79.

The above datasets are summarized in Table 1.

5.2 Experimental Preliminaries

Five state-of-the-art link prediction methods, which can preserve

both attribute and structure information in the attributed network,

are compared in our experiments. In order to evaluate the peak per-

formance of all the algorithms and thus to make our comparisons
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fair, we configure the key parameter settings of each algorithm on

each data via grid search in our experiments. For the similarity-

based algorithms (i.e., the hashing-based algorithms), the number

of dimensions for node representation,  , is set to be 200, which

is a common practice used in attributed network embedding [37,

44, 48]. Additionally, all the hashing-based algorithms and SEAL

employ a parameter to control the order of the neighboring nodes

which are captured by the algorithms, and we denote) as the cor-

responding parameter for the above algorithms6. For SEAL and

P-GNN, we adopt the hyper-parameter settings, which are recom-

mended by their authors. Particularly, if the algorithms cannot con-

verge within the recommended number of the epochs, we would

employ a larger value, i.e., 10,000. We would like to note that those

algorithms with the larger epoch numbers might not converge as

well. If this is the case, we will report the result of the correspond-

ing algorithms with the recommended hyper-parameter setting of

epoch number.

(1) BANE [51]: It learns binary hash codes for the attributed

network by adding the binary node representation constraint

on the Weisfeiler-Lehman matrix factorization. Following

[51], we set the regularization parameter U to the recom-

mended value 0.001, and then test ) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},W ∈

{0.1, 0.2, · · · , 0.8, 0.9}, and obtain ) = 5,W = 0.4 on Twitter,

) = 4,W = 0.5 on Facebook, ) = 2, W = 0.9 on BlogCatalog,

) = 3,W = 0.8 on Flickr and ) = 5,W = 0.6 on Google+.

(2) LQANR [50]: It learns low-bit hash codes and the layer ag-

gregation weights under the low-bit quantization constraint

based onmatrix factorization. Following [50], we set the reg-

ularization parameter V to the recommended value 0.001,

and then test ) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, A ∈ {1, 1.1, 1.2, · · · , 9.9, 10},

and acquire ) = 5, A = 10 on Twitter,) = 4, A = 2.7 on Face-

book,) = 1, A = 1.7 on BlogCatalog, ) = 1, A = 9.7 on Flickr

and ) = 4, A = 8.9 on Google+.

(3) NetHash [44]: It encodes attribute and structure informa-

tion of each node by exploiting the randomized hashing

technique to recursively sketch the tree rooted at the node.

We test ) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and have ) = 2 on Twitter, ) =

1 on Facebook, BlogCatalog, Flickr and Google+. Besides,

their entropies are 4.32, 4.69, 4.89, 4.81 and 5.30, respectively.

NetHash runs out ofmemory onTwitter and Facebookwhen

) > 4, and on BlogCatalog, Flickr and Google+ when) > 3.

(4) SEAL [56]: It is a GNN-based link prediction method which

captures both attribute and structure information by extract-

ing the variable-sized subgraphs composed of) -hop neigh-

boring nodes. Following the suggestions of the author7, we

tune --max-train-num on {1, 000, 10, 000, 100, 000} and --max-

nodes-per-hop on {10, 100, #>=4}, and finally set --max-train-

num to 100, 000 and --max-nodes-per-hop to#>=4 (i.e., the

recommended value) on Twitter and Facebook; --max-train-num

to 10, 000 and --max-nodes-per-hop 10 on BlogCatalog and

Google+; --max-train-num to 1, 000 and --max-nodes-per-hop

10 on Flickr, because the algorithm would run out of mem-

orywhen picking up the larger values.We test) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},

6Wewould like to note that, in the original literature of the algorithms, the parameter
to control the order of the neighboring nodes is denoted as different notations. In this
work, in order to avoid ambiguity, such a parameter is denoted as) .
7https://github.com/muhanzhang/SEAL/tree/master/Python

and have) = 1 onTwitter, Facebook, BlogCatalog and Flickr,

and) = 2 on Google+. SEAL runs out of memory on Twitter

and Facebook when ) > 1, and on BlogCatalog and Flickr

when ) > 2.

(5) P-GNN [52]: The GNN-based algorithm preserves attribute

and structure information and further improves performance

by incorporating node position information w.r.t. all other

nodes in the network. We test the number of layers ! ∈

{1, 2} and the number of the hops of the shortest path dis-

tance : ∈ {−1, 2} where -1 means the exact shortest path.

Finally, we have ! = 2 and : = −1.

(6) #GNN: It is our proposed algorithm.We test) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},

and have ) = 3 on Twitter, ) = 3 on Facebook, ) = 4 on

BlogCatalog, ) = 1 on Flickr and ) = 5 on Google+.

The executable programs of all the competitors are kindly pro-

vided by their authors. The hashing-based algorithms return each

node representation by embedding nodes into ;1 (Hamming) space.

Suppose the hashing-based algorithms generate xE1 and xE2 , which

are the embeddings with the length of  , for two nodes E1 and E2,

respectively, the similarity between E1 and E2 is defined as

(8< (xE1, xE2 ) =

∑ 
:=1

1(GE1,: = GE2,: )

 
, (10)

where 1(BC0C4) = 1 if BC0C4 is true, and 1(BC0C4) = 0 otherwise. All

the experiments are conducted on Linux with NVIDIA Tesla GPU

(11GB RAM), 2.60 GHz Intel 12-Core Xeon CPUs and 220GB RAM.

We have released the datasets and the source code of the #GNN

algorithm in https://github.com/williamweiwu/williamweiwu.github.

io/tree/master/Graph_Network%20Embedding/HashGNN.

5.3 Link Prediction

In the link prediction task, we randomly preserve a training ratio

of edges (i.e., {50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%}) as a training network, and

use the deleted edges as testing links. The compared hashing-based

algorithms and the #GNN algorithm acquire the node representa-

tion based on the training network and then rank testing links and

nonexistent ones in terms of similarity between each pair of nodes

computed by Eq. (10); the GNN-based algorithms conduct the task

in an end-to-end manner. We adopt AUC to measure the perfor-

mance in terms of accuracy, which reflects the probability that a

random selected testing link ranks above a random selected nonex-

istent one. We set a cutoff time of 24 hours for each algorithm, and

report the average AUC from 5 repeated trials in each setting.

Table 2 reports the experimental results in terms of accuracy

and end-to-end runtime. Generally, #GNNcompeteswell with BANE

and LQANR and even defeat them in some cases, and outperforms

NetHash in terms of accuracy. This illustrates that the GNN frame-

work enables #GNN to powerfully propagate and capture informa-

tion without fitting the specific data distribution; and also it is bet-

ter than the independent tree sketching. Similarly, #GNN achieves

the accuracy comparable to SEAL and P-GNN. In some cases, SEAL

and P-GNN are even inferior, possibly because they cannot con-

verge given the settings of epochs, even though they use a larger

value (i.e., 10,000). Particularly, SEAL performs worst on BlogCat-

alog and Flickr. This is not surprising because it captures insuffi-

cient information in the settings of the smaller --max-train-num

https://github.com/muhanzhang/SEAL/tree/master/Python
https://github.com/williamweiwu/williamweiwu.github.io/tree/master/Graph_Network%20Embedding/HashGNN
https://github.com/williamweiwu/williamweiwu.github.io/tree/master/Graph_Network%20Embedding/HashGNN
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Table 2: Link prediction performance results

Data Algorithms

Training Ratio

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

AUC (%) Runtime (s) AUC (%) Runtime (s) AUC (%) Runtime (s) AUC (%) Runtime (s) AUC (%) Runtime (s)

Twitter

BANE 98.17 90.28 98.31 97.92 98.46 106.39 98.53 112.84 98.67 116.61

LQANR 96.85 38.25 97.53 39.72 97.67 40.41 97.89 43.63 97.98 44.35

NetHash 91.10 1.52 90.95 2.08 90.69 2.71 91.28 3.48 91.54 4.37

SEAL 95.82 3229.18 96.18 3609.05 96.44 3998.78 96.60 4346.25 96.82 4701.18

P-GNN 95.64 951.30 95.73 956.47 95.14 964.40 96.13 973.98 96.33 980.70

#GNN 97.96 2.64 98.24 2.87 98.41 2.99 98.57 3.07 98.82 3.25

Facebook

BANE 98.10 64.08 98.22 69.19 98.31 70.06 98.26 72.39 98.29 76.65

LQANR 97.27 31.71 97.24 33.38 97.33 34.76 97.30 35.28 97.29 35.72

NetHash 94.41 0.35 95.17 0.40 96.52 0.45 97.02 0.49 97.40 0.54

SEAL 95.54 2457.20 95.83 2604.39 95.92 2740.08 96.07 2857.41 96.21 2969.81

P-GNN 94.89 1197.08 93.73 1214.99 94.90 1230.97 94.54 1244.26 94.69 1253.85

#GNN 97.93 3.99 98.18 4.05 98.23 4.25 98.26 4.45 98.42 4.54

Blog

-Catalog

BANE 75.95 254.59 76.63 262.27 76.71 273.54 77.42 280.61 77.26 296.34

LQANR 65.54 64.60 65.30 66.52 64.53 67.76 64.72 71.45 64.34 73.06

NetHash 68.82 1.44 71.04 1.63 71.38 1.83 71.30 2.04 73.21 2.25

SEAL 61.95 2255.61 62.35 2500.85 62.46 2864.73 62.84 3219.18 63.15 3553.29

P-GNN 71.95 11005.72 77.52 11928.24 77.06 13095.90 77.82 14585.58 75.23 19210.06

#GNN 70.10 9.16 71.52 9.24 71.87 9.46 71.53 9.69 72.96 10.15

Flickr

BANE 77.74 342.18 78.21 374.25 79.08 394.32 79.35 419.36 79.32 428.57

LQANR 74.29 75.03 69.55 75.67 66.05 78.83 63.98 87.64 62.27 91.78

NetHash 84.64 1.11 84.72 1.27 85.59 1.46 85.17 1.63 85.06 1.80

SEAL 59.12 557.81 60.45 1053.82 61.33 1264.72 62.48 1887.83 62.62 2411.04

P-GNN 85.59 17537.72 87.00 18027.87 87.10 19200.07 87.19 19444.35 86.79 19584.91

#GNN 85.42 1.50 85.78 1.53 86.17 1.64 86.37 1.76 86.33 1.87

Google+

BANE 83.74 190.76 83.77 236.59 84.12 240.34 83.89 259.90 84.04 276.92

LQANR 82.91 25.10 82.66 26.26 82.42 27.54 82.77 29.10 82.69 29.28

NetHash 76.87 0.44 76.85 0.50 76.78 0.58 77.61 0.65 77.97 0.73

SEAL 85.06 2528.79 85.99 2746.96 86.58 3723.42 87.45 4531.50 87.97 4859.09

P-GNN 88.97 2531.58 90.94 2602.67 85.18 2621.37 87.99 2987.09 86.04 3010.92

#GNN 89.80 14.97 90.03 15.89 90.17 16.78 89.76 17.23 90.74 17.84

and --max-nodes-per-hop. By contrast, SEAL weakens the above

adverse effects by capturing the beneficial 2nd-order neighboring

nodes on Google+. Besides, NetHash and SEAL practically explore

limited-order neighboring nodes because rooted trees in NetHash

and subgraphs in SEAL expand dramatically when ) increases, as

mentioned in the parameter settings. It is worth noting that the

number of attributes also impacts SEAL — although Google+ has

the most nodes and edges, it has smaller size of the attribute set,

and thus SEAL can explore higher-order neighboring nodes; Flickr

has the largest number of attributes, so SEAL has to use the small-

est --max-train-num.

In terms of runtime, #GNNperformsmuch faster than the learning-

based algorithms and particularly, by 2 ∼ 4 orders of magnitudes

faster than SEAL and P-GNN, because the randomized hashing ap-

proach does not need learning. SEAL runs more quickly on Flickr

than other datasets, mainly because --max-train-num is smaller

on Flickr (i.e., 1,000) than other datasets (i.e., 10,000 or 100,000).

P-GNN performs more slowly on BlogCatalog and Flickr due to

a larger epoch number (i.e., 10,000). NetHash generally runs faster

than #GNN, largely becauseNetHash achieves the best performance

when ) ∈ {1, 2} while #GNN commonly explores higher-order

neighboring nodes. Exceptionally, #GNN runsmore quickly on Twit-

ter than NetHash in the cases of {80%, 90%}, although the former

captures up to 3-order proximity while the latter does just 2-order

proximity, because the exponentially increased time from) = 1 to

) = 2 in NetHash surpasses the linearly increased time from) = 1

to ) = 3 in #GNN in the denser training networks. Particularly,

NetHash performs slightly faster than #GNN on Flickr because the

two algorithms both peaks at) = 1 and #GNN spends a little more

time in summarizing the network.
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Table 3: Embedding runtime of the hashing-based algorithms

Data Algorithms

Training Ratio

50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Embedding

Time (s)

Embedding

Time (s)

Embedding

Time (s)

Embedding

Time (s)

Embedding

Time (s)

Twitter

BANE 90.20 97.84 106.31 112.76 116.54

LQANR 38.17 39.64 40.34 43.55 44.28

NetHash 1.43 1.99 2.62 3.39 4.28

#GNN 2.55 2.79 2.90 2.98 3.17

Facebook

BANE 64.00 69.11 69.98 72.31 76.57

LQANR 31.63 33.30 34.69 35.21 35.65

NetHash 0.27 0.32 0.36 0.41 0.46

#GNN 3.92 3.97 4.17 4.35 4.45

Blog

-Catalog

BANE 254.49 262.18 273.45 280.52 296.25

LQANR 64.51 66.43 67.67 71.36 72.98

NetHash 1.34 1.54 1.73 1.95 2.16

#GNN 9.07 9.14 9.37 9.59 10.07

Flickr

BANE 342.09 374.16 394.24 419.27 428.48

LQANR 74.94 75.57 78.74 87.55 91.69

NetHash 1.02 1.18 1.37 1.54 1.71

#GNN 1.42 1.45 1.55 1.66 1.78

Google+

BANE 190.66 236.48 240.23 259.80 276.82

LQANR 24.99 26.16 27.44 28.99 29.18

NetHash 0.34 0.41 0.48 0.55 0.63

#GNN 14.86 15.79 16.68 17.14 17.74

5.4 Embedding Efficiency

TheGNN-based link prediction approaches commonly perform the

task in an end-to-end manner, while the traditional methods em-

bed each node into the low-dimensional space and then explic-

itly compute the similarity between the compact node embeddings.

Here, we show the embedding efficiency of the hashing-based al-

gorithms.

Table 3 reports the embedding time of the hashing-based algo-

rithms in the cases of the above-mentioned training ratios. We ob-

serve from Tables 2 and 3 that the embedding process dominates

link prediction in terms of runtime. Therefore, following Table 2,

the randomized hashing algorithms (#GNN and NetHash) shows

more efficient embedding process than the learning-based algo-

rithms (BANE and LQANR) in Table 3 because the former avoids

the complicatedmatrix factorization operation in BANE and LQANR.

5.5 Scalability

As demonstrated in Section 5.4, the efficiency of the similarity-

based link prediction algorithms highly depends on the node em-

bedding, and thus we test scalability of the hashing-based algo-

rithms in the embedding process. To this end, we select a large-

scale DBLP attributed network with millions of nodes and further-

more, generate node representations on four subnetworks with in-

creasing sizes from 103 to 106 nodes and constant average degree

of 20. Because the parameters except ) and  cannot impact the

embedding time, we test the algorithms under the parameter con-

figuration and  = 200. We report the average embedding time

w.r.t. the number of nodes in the cases of) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and w.r.t.

) in the original DBLP network. We set a cutoff time of 24 hours

for each algorithm.

(1) DBLP [36]: The original data is a collection of papers from

DBLP, which consists of 4,107,340 papers and 36,624,464 ci-

tation relationship. We clean up papers without abstracts or

citations and build a citation network with 3,273,363 papers

being nodes and 32,533,645 citation being edges, where each

node uses abstract as attributes. The number of attributes is

770,785 and the average degree of the network is 19.88.

In Figure 2, we empirically observe that #GNN scales linearly

with the number of nodes in all cases of ) . #GNN is able to gener-

ate node representation for 1 million nodes in less than 10,000 sec-

onds on the four subnetworks. By contrast, the compared hashing

algorithms run out of memory or time in the case that) is beyond

a certain threshold. Particularly, NetHash maintains the same level

as #GNN when) = 1, but performs much more slowly than #GNN

as) increases if it could give the results within the valid time. Fur-

thermore, in the original DBLP network, #GNN still scales linearly

with) increasing, while BANE and LQANR fail, and NetHash runs

only two iterations. This illustrates that practically, #GNN has the

capability of exploring high-order neighboring nodes in the large-

scale network. The main reason is that the property of the Markov
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Figure 2: Scalability of the hashing-based algorithms on the

DBLP network and its four subnetworks. The first five sub-

plots show scalability w.r.t. the nodes of the subnetworks in

the cases of) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and the last one shows scalability

w.r.t. ) on the original network. Note that G-axis and ~-axis

are scaled to log in the first five subplots.

chain enables #GNN to generate node representation in the next

iteration just based on the present node representation.

5.6 Parameter Sensitivity

The #GNN algorithm has two parameters, the number of iterations

) and the embedding size , and we study the impact of the two pa-

rameters on the link prediction performance in terms of accuracy

and end-to-end runtime. We report the results on the five datasets

in the case of 90% training ratio in Figure 3.

The accuracy performance is tightly related to the number of

iterations ) and the embedding size  . In most cases, as ) and  

increases, the accuracy results get improved because the algorithm

captures more information. However, the larger) and  might de-

teriorate the accuracy performance if noise dominates in the mes-

sage passing process. The phenomenon illustrates that the qual-

ity of the node representation produced by the #GNN algorithm is

data-specific and deserves to be appropriately generated by tuning

parameters. We observe from Tables 2 and 3 that the time for sim-

ilarity computation could be ignored, and thus it is not surprising

that the end-to-end runtime in the cases of  generally linearly

increases w.r.t. ) .

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an efficient and scalable link prediction

algorithm dubbed #GNN on the attributed network. The approach

adopts the randomized hashing technique to avoid massive param-

eter learning and to accelerate theGNN-based link predictionmodel,

while still preserving as much attribute and structure information

as possible. In addition, we characterize the discriminative power

of #GNN in probability.

We conduct extensive empirical tests of the proposed #GNN al-

gorithm and the state-of-the-art methods. We evaluate its effec-

tiveness and efficiency on five network datasets and scalability on

one large-scale network with millions of nodes. The experimental

results show that #GNN not only shows superiority in efficiency

but also competes well with the compared algorithms. Addition-

ally, #GNN can scale linearly w.r.t. the size of the network and the

number of iterations of the algorithm, which makes it more prac-

tical in the era of big data.
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